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A network switch bridge is a computer networking device that connects devices together on a computer 

network by using packet switching to receive, process, and forward data to the destination device. 

A network switch is a multiport network bridge that uses hardware addresses to process and forward data at 

the data link layer (layer 2) of the OSI model.  

Some switches can also process data at the network layer (layer 3) by additionally incorporating routing 

functionality. Such switches are commonly known as layer-3 switches or multilayer switches. 

Switches for Ethernet are the most common form of network switch.  

Unlike less advanced repeater hubs, which broadcast the same data out of each of its ports and let the devices 

decide what data they need, a network switch forwards data only to the devices that need to receive it. 

A switch is a device in a computer network that connects together other devices. Multiple data cables are 

plugged into a switch to enable communication between different networked devices. Switches manage the 

flow of data across a network by transmitting a received network packet only to the one or more devices for 

which the packet is intended.  

Each networked device connected to a switch can be identified by its network address, allowing the switch to 

direct the flow of traffic maximizing the security and efficiency of the network. 

A switch is more intelligent than an Ethernet hub, which simply retransmits packets out of every port of the 

hub except the port on which the packet was received, unable to distinguish different recipients, and 

achieving an overall lower network efficiency.    

Switches are available in many form factors, including stand-alone, desktop units which are typically 

intended to be used in a home or office environment outside a wiring closet; rack-mounted switches for use in 

an equipment rack or an enclosure, also as large chassis units with swappable module cards; DIN rail 

mounted for use in industrial environments; and small installation switches, mounted into a cable duct, floor 

box or communications tower, as found, for example, in FTTO Infrastructures.   
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